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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an (unbounded) linear operator on a Banach space 8. 
An analytic vector for A is an element u E ti such that A% is defined 
for all n and 
2 II Anu II -tn<cQ 
n=O n! 
for some t > 0, i.e. the power series expansion of etAu is defined and 
has a positive radius of absolute convergence. 
In [6], Nelson introduced and studied the notion of analytic domina- 
tion of one operator (or a family of operators) by another: A analytically 
dominates the operator X if every analytic vector for A is an analytic 
vector for X. He proved that a sufficient condition for analytic 
domination was the existence of a priori estimates of the form 
(i) 11 Xu 11 < 11 Au 11, (ii) Il(adX)” (A)u /I < n! I/ Au 11 (where adX(A) = 
XA - AX). In the applications which Nelson made of this result, 
however, A was an elliptic operator of order greater than one, while X 
was a first order operator. Thus condition (i) would seem unnecessarily 
strong in these circumstances. In the concrete case of a positive self- 
adjoint elliptic differential operator A on a subset of Rn, Kotake and 
Narasimhan [5] were able to improve Nelson’s results, and this 
suggested that perhaps one could obtain analytic domination of X by a 
fractional power of A in a suitable general context. We have done this, 
and present our main theorem (in its simplest form, involving a 
single operator X) in Section 1. 
For applications it is necessary to establish the analytic domination 
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of one family of operators by another family, as was done by Nelson in 
[6]. In Section 2 we discuss this problem and obtain the analogue of 
the theorem of Section 1. (We have preferred to treat the cases of a 
single operator and a family of operators separately for the sake of 
clarity of ideas and notation, since all the analytical difficulties already 
occur with a single operator.) 
We apply the results of Section 2 to the case of a unitary represen- 
tation of a Lie group in Section 3, and prove that the space of analytic 
vectors for the representation is precisely the space of analytic vectors 
for the single operator (1 - 4)1/2 (d = Cl=, Xk2, (X,> being a basis 
of the Lie algebra). This result is best possible, i.e. (1 - 4)li2 both 
analytically dominates and is analytically dominated by the Lie 
algebra. (See [3] f or s eci p ‘fi c counterexamples to stronger conjectures, 
e.g., that bounded vectors are preserved under analytic domination). 
After seeing a preliminary version of the present paper, Nelson 
communicated to us an alternate proof of our Corollary 1.1 for the 
case of fractional powers 01 = l/n, n an integer. Nelson’s method, 
in addition to being simple and elegant, has the virtue of working in 
an arbitrary Banach space. With his permission we have included his 
results as an appendix. 
SECTION 1. ANALYTIC DOMINATION 
Let 2 be a complex Hilbert space, and A a positive, self-adjoint 
operator on &‘, which we normalize so that A >, I. If 01 is a complex 
number, the operator Arr is defined via the operational calculus for 
self-adjoint operators, and B(AE) C 9(AB) if Re (II 3 Re /I. (For any 
operator Ton &‘, 9(T) will denote its domain of definition.) Let 
(the Cm-vectors for A). Then we have the following analytic domina- 
tion criterion: 
THEOREM 1. Let X : H” + Z” be symmetric or skew-symmetric. 
Suppose that for some a, 0 < a < 1, 
1) II xu II < II A=u II 
2) Il(a~X>” wu II < n! II A II 
for all u E Z”. Then every analytic vector for Aa is an analytic vector 
for X. 
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The proof of Theorem 1 shows slightly more, namely 
COROLLARY 1.1. Suppose u G Z” and 11 A% 11 < Mnnnla, for some 
constant M. Then u is an analytic vector for X, and there exists a 
constant C depending only on M and 01 such that 11 Xnu 11 < Cnn! 
If we eliminate the assumption of symmetry or skew-symmetry on 
X, then the proof of Theorem 1 yields (we use the notation (U I v) 
for the inner product in Z): 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X : #” + Z” and X has an adjoint 
X+ : JP -+ Pm (i.e. (Xu 1 v) = (u 1 X+v) for u, v E #“). Suppose 
conditions 1) and 2) of Theorem 1 are satisfied by both X and X+. Then 
the conclusions of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1 hold for X (and for 
x+>. 
Remarks. The case 01 = 0 of the theorem is trivial, since 1) then 
implies X bounded. The case 01 = 1 is Nelson’s analytic domination 
theorem ([a, Corollary 3.2). In all that follows we shall assume 
0 < OL < 1. Our proof, roughly speaking, proceeds by first showing 
that one may replace A by Aa in 2), and then applying Nelson’s 
theorem relative to Aa and X. 
The idea of the proof is quite simple: we observe (cf. [I]) that Aa 
can be expressed in terms of an integral involving A(A + h)-l, X > 0; 
hence we can estimate (adX)” (Aa) in terms of (adX)” [A(A + X)-l]. 
The precise inequalities, however, are somewhat subtle. Direct norm 
estimates lead to a logarithmically divergent integral; we must use 
the symmetry of X and A together with interpolation on suitable 
fractional quadratic norms in order to obtain the needed a priori 
estimates for Nelson’s theorem. (In the course of the proof of Theorem 
1 we present a slightly strengthened and we hope more transparent 
version of Nelson’s analytic domination argument, using some ideas 
of Cartier [2].) 
In order to have them available for future use, we present the main 
steps of the proof of Theorem 1 in a series of lemmas. 
Before embarking on the analytical aspects, we recall a simple 
algebraic identity. 
LEMMA 1. If% is an associative algebra and S, T E %, then 
TnS = STn + n< (i) [(adT)+k (S)] Tk 
k-0 
(adT is the derivation of ‘% given by adT(S) = TS - ST). 
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Proof. Induction on n, using the facts that adT is a derivation and 
(3 + (k ” 1) = (” ; ‘1; here (I) = A! (:L A)! 
is the binomial coefficient. 
As the first analytical step in the proof, we establish Nelson’s 
analytic domination result in a slightly stronger form than stated in 
([6], Theorem 1). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose Y and B are (everywhere-dejked) linear 
operators on a normed space 9, such that fm all u E 9, 
4 II Yu II G II Bu II 
ii) Il(adY)” (B)ulJ < n! 11 Bu 11. 
Then there exists an absolute constant C such that for all u E 9, 
and 
II BY”u II < n! C” ,,F<T+~ II Bku II, 
Furthermore, zf u E .Z’ satisfies (1 B% 11 < Mnnl (i.e. u is an analytic 
vector for B), then there exists a constant Ml depending only on M such 
that (1 BY% II < Ml%! 
Proof of Lemma 2. Define ( u jn = suprGkGla IjBku II. Then I u In 
is a semi-norm on 9, with the properties 1 u 1% < I u jn+i and 
I Bu In G I u In+1 * 
First we show that there exist constants a, so that 
II Bynu II G a, I u In+1 - 
Indeed, for n = 0 we can take a, = 1. Assuming a, exist for K < n, 
we use Lemma 1 to obtain 
11 BYn+lu 11 < // Yn+lBu (I + k$O i” ; ‘) Il(adY)“+‘-” (B) Yku Il. 
By conditions i) and ii), we have 
/I Y”+lBu 11 < II BYnBu 11, 
Il(adY)j (B) Yku 11 <j! II BYku II. 
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Hence by. the induction hypothesis we obtain 
k=O 
Thus we may take 
a _ a + -f tn +k:,! uk , n+1- n 
k-0 
a, = 1. 
(1.1) 
Next we show the existence of constants b, so that 
II Y”u II < b, I u In 9 n >, 1. 
Indeed, for n = 1, this is condition i), and we take b, = 1. Assuming b, exist for K < n, we use condition i) and ii) with Lemma 1 to obtain 
II Ynflu II d II BY”u II 
n--1 n! I( BY4 1) 
<llY”BuII+ c h, 
k-0 
k=O 
Thus we may take 
b n+1 =),,fn~~, tZ>l 
b, = I. 
U-2) 
To solve the recursion relation (l.l), we introduce the generating 
function 
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Then (1 .l) implies that as a formal power series (primes denoting 
44, 
9+> = do + b%J(w~ 
p(0) = 1. 
(1.3) 
But equation (1.3) has a unique solution analytic for 1 t 1 elll < 1, 
namely 
Thus a, = r#n’(O) < n! C, n for some constant C, depending only 
on the function q~ Using this estimate for a, and equations (1.2) one 
obtains a similar estimate for b, . 
Finally, suppose u satisfies 
11 B”u 11 < M%!. 
Setting c,, = 11 BYmBnu 11 and repeating the estimates which led to 
(1. l), we obtain the recursive inequalities 
C?n+1.n < cwz,n+1+ f (m + $+ 
k=O 
(1.4) 
IJet 4n,n be recursively defined by replacing the inequalities in (1.4) 
by equalities. Then d,,, > c,,, . Furthermore, introducing the 
generating function 
we obtain the equation 
@s(s, t) = @t(s, t> + [& @(s, tqs , 
@(O, t) = M(l - A&)-l, 
(1.5) 
(where subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect to the 
indicated variable.) 
Now equation (1.5) admits a unique analytic solution for s and t 
near 0, by the Cauchy-Kowalesky theorem. Indeed, it can be explicitly 
solved by the classical method of characteristics [4], to obtain 
qs, t) = M(1 - 2s)[(l - s)(l - Mt + M log(1 - 2s)1’2)]--1, 
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For t = 0 we thus have 
qs, 0) = M( 1 - 2s)[(l - s)(l + M log(1 - 2s)1’2)]--1 
analytic for s near 0, so that d,,O , < MImm! for some MI < co 
depending only on M. Q.E.D. 
We return to the situation of Theorem 1. In all that follows the 
operators we consider leave X” invariant, and all equations involving 
these operators are relative to the domain X”. 
LEMMA 3. (Hypotheses of Theorem 1). If u E sP”, 
(adX)n (Aa) u = 74 sin 7ro1 s m W(adX)n [A(A + q-11 udh, 0 
where the integral on the right is absolutely convergent in 9. 
Proof of Lemma 3. We apply the measure-theoretic version of the 
spectral theorem to obtain a unitary map u --f zi from X to L2(sZ, dw) 
such that Au + Ati, where a is a measurable function on 9, d >, 1 
a.e. One has the formula 
a” = m-1 sin 7ro1 s m k-%~(a + X)-l dX 0 
for any number a > 0, established by standard countour integration 
methods. Thus if u E X”, one has the pointwise equality 
A9 = rr-l sin m I Co &-‘&A + A)-l ti dh. 0 
Since 11 A(A + A)-% 11 < (1 + A)-l 1) Au 11, and h--t (A + h)-l is 
continuous from (0, oz) to 93(X) (bounded operators on A! in the 
uniform norm), it follows that for u G YP, 
Hence 
A% = n--l sin m s Co h=lA(A + h)-l u dX. 0 
AaX% = T-I sin WOL s m WlA(A + h)-l X”u dh. 0 
Now by Lemma 2, 11 J!FA(A + X)-L 11 < c,(l + X)-l 11 Am+% 11. 
5 . et 
w = r-l sin ~01 s m WIXnA(A + X)-L dh 0 
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(the integral is absolutely convergent by the estimate just made). 
Then if v E Z”, we easily obtain (using the symmetry or skew- 
symmetry of X) the relation 
Since &” is dense in 3, it follows that w = XnA%. But in any 
associative algebra (u~X)~ (T) = Ck,, cklXkTX1 for constants Ckr ,
hence the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let h < 0 and set R(h) = (A - A)-l. Then for n > 1 
and u E SF’, 
/I@ - A)(adX)” [R(h)] u 11 < C”n! 11 AR(A) 24 II. 
(C = absolute constant) 
Proof of Lemma 4. Since (A - A) R(X) = 1 and adX is a deriva- 
tion, we have 
adX[R(X)] = R(h) adX(A) R(h). (1.6) 
To obtain a convenient expression for (adX)n [R(X)] we proceed as 
follows: Let p be an (unordered) partition of 12, i.e. p = {p(l), . . . . p(k)} 
where the p(j) are positive integers whose sum is n (set 1 p 1 = K, 
the length of p). Let Sk be the permutation group on K letters, and 
define the operator 
T(p) = c R~P(U(l)) . . . ~~Pb(k))R, 
oes~ 
where R denotes R(h) and LIP denotes (adX)q(A) (X will be fixed for the 
duration of the lemma). By (1.6) we have 
fzdX[R(A)] = T((1)). 
One sees easily that under udX the T(p) obey the branching law 
(1.7) 
where p @ 1 is the partition {p(l),...,p(K), l} of n + l(l p 1 = A), 
and qj is the partition of n + 1 obtained by increasing the element 
p(j) by 1. (Thus not all qj need be distinct as unordered partitions.) 
Let P, denote the set of partitions of tl, and let V be the vector 
584312-7 
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space with basis (T(p) 1 p E P, , n = 1, 2,...}. If adX is defined as a 
linear operator on V by (1.7), then 
for constants c(p), which are uniquely determined if we require this 
equation to hold in V. (Of course it then also holds as an equation in 
operators on *” by virtue of our definition of the action of adX 
on V.) 
Now by condition 2) of Theorem 1 and the estimate 11 AR(X)jI < 1 
for h < 0 we have 
wherep! =p(l)!p(2)! *..p(k)!,K = Ip I. Thus definingv(p) = Ip I!pl 
and W = CpEp,, c(p) V(P), F(0) = 1, we obtain 
IV - 4w-v+1 VW1 u II Q @4l Am) u II 
for n > 0. It only remains to estimate the growth of F(n). But 
4~ 0 1) = (I P I + 1) 4~)~ andif is obtained from p as in (1.7) then 
4qJ = (P(j) + 1) 4P). 7-h us f rom the branching law (1.7) follows 
F(” + 1) = ,cp c(P) 4P) /I P I + 1 + ;g (PM + 1)j 
< (3ni- 1)qn) 
and so F(n) < 3’+ln! Q.E.D. 
We next introduce the continuous scale of Hilbert spaces #“, 
-oo -C h < 00, defined by A. Set (I u II1 = II AAu 11 for u E Z’“, and 
let %A be the completion of A?’ in the norm II * Ilh . For h > 0 we may 
identify AP with 9(/P), and theinclusion ZA C &?fi is continuous for 
h > p. [If we represent A as multiplication by a, then A+ is repre- 
sented as the Hilbert space L2(sZ, A2A dw)]. Furthermore, the spaces 
SC?-’ have the quadratic interpolation property [7]: if T : A?” --t 2’” and 
II Tu IIA < M, II u Ih 
II Tu IIA+I < W II u lh+l > 
then for 0 -C t -C 1, 
II Tu Ilr\+t G Mi-‘lM,t II u Il~+t . 
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For our purposes it is essential that we can express 11 u [Ia in terms of 
A(A + Ap.4: 
LEMMA 5. Let0 <p < 1,anduEZ. ThenuE.X@ifandonlyif 
I O” P- 11 A(A + A)-1 u II2 dh < 00. 0 
If the integral converges, then its value is ny(sin ny)-lIj u 11; (y = 1 - 2@. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Observe that A(A + A)-l is a bounded operator 
and a continuous function h for A > 0. Thus the integral in the lemma 
is well-defined (allowing the value + co) for any u E YZ’. 
To prove the lemma, we again represent A as multiplication by 
A on L2(Q, dw). By the Tonelli theorem (applicable since 5 has 
a-finite support), we have the integral in Lemma 5 equaling 
But for any a > 0 one has the formula 
s co P+z2(a + A)-2 dA = my(sin my)-l u2B. 0 
Thus the integral in the lemma is finite if and only if u E g(As). 
Q.E.D. 
We now come to the crux of the problem and prove the commutator 
estimate: 
LEMMA 6. If u E ST?“, 
IIWX)” (4 u II-a,2 G Cnn! II u lla12, 
where C is a constant depending only on (Y. 
Proof of Lemma 6. By Lemma 3 and Leibnitz’ formula 
(adX)@ (k) u = 5 (3 w, , 
k=O 
where 
WE = c, 
\ 
OD Aa-‘[(udX)k (A)][(udX)“-” (A + A)-l]‘udA, 
0 
c, = 72-l sin 7rol. 
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Let 0 E 9P. Since (&X)“(A) is a symmetric or skew-symmetric 
operator, if we transpose it, write Xa = PI2 * h+, and apply the 
Schwarz inequality (relative to the inner products both on Z and on 
L2(R+, &/A)), we get 
when 0 < k < n. Applying Lemmas 4 and 5 we thus have 
I(Wk I @I ,< cct wn-“(n - v II 24 IId2 * II A-lwX)k (4 v IL,2 
where d, = ~(1 - a)(sin ~)-l, and 0 < K < n. In the case K = n 
we observe that w, = (adX)R(A) Aa-k (cf. proof of Lemma 3). 
Hence 
Set S, = A-l(adX)k(A), 0 < k < n. Since Il(adX)k(A) A-L 11 < 
K! 11 u 11 by condition 2) of Theorem 1, if we take adjoints and use the 
(skew) symmetry of A-l and (adX)k(A) we conclude that 11 s$II < 
k! 11 u 11 for all u E JP. Furthermore AS, = (adX)k(A) satisfies 
11 AS,u II < k! 11 Au II. Thus by the quadratic interpolation theorem 
11 sku l/o1/2 < k! 11 u 11.1~ . Hence we obtain 
ttWk I w>I d ‘G &C’+k(‘J - h)! k! II ~4 1142 iI v 1101/2 
for 0 < k < 71, and 
I@J, I 41 G A II 24 lld2 II CJ l/a/2 ’ 
Since this holds for all v E JP’, it follows that 
11 wk 1142 < ‘4 &C”-“(n - 41 k! II ZJ b/2 
for 0 < K < ?t and 
II %z Il.42 G ?A II u lld2 > 
from which the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
Remark. A more general convexity result may be established by 
the argument just given, namely that if /3 > 0, y > 0 and /3 + y = 01, 
then 
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for an absolute constant C, where 
M& = 1 + 41 - 4[P(l -B) Y(1 - Y)l-1’2* 
Letting /3 -+ 01 yields no information, however, since then y ---t 0 
and M+ ---t co, and we do not know if an estimate 
holds. (It is this divergence which forces us to work in the interpolated 
space 3P@/2.) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 6 provides the necessary commutator 
estimate (relative to the norm 11 *l/-& for the application of Lemma 2. 
It only remains to show that 
II -x-u II-a/2 G c II kh II-a! , U-8) 
i.e., we must establish that T = XA-a is bounded with respect to the 
-a/2 norm. Now by condition 1) of the theorem T is bounded (by 1) 
with respect to the 2 norm (= 0 - norm). By taking adjoints and 
using symmetry, we deduce that A-aX is also bounded (by 1) with 
respect to the S norm. Hence 11 Tu /I--o: = 11 A-“XA-% 11 < 11 A-W 11 = 
II 24 II--a 3 so that T is bounded with respect to the -LY norm. The 
quadratic interpolation theorem yields the estimate (1.8), with C = 1. 
Now we apply Lemma 2 to the situation 9 = &‘” with norm 
1) * Ij-o/e , Y = C-IX (C the constant of Lemma 6; take C > I), 
B = Aol. If u is an analytic vector for B, then II Bnu II < M%! for 
some M < co. Hence 1) B% l/-E/2 < M%! also, so by Lemma 2, 
11 BX% ll-o1,2 < Ml%!, where Ml depends only on M and C. Hence 
II Xltu II < II Xnu IL/z = II BXnu II-a/z < Wan!, Q.E.D. 
SECTION 2. FAMILIES OF OPERATORS 
For applications to partial differential operators and group repre- 
sentations it is necessary to establish the analytic domination of a 
family of operators by a single operator or family of operators. Nelson 
treated this problem’in [6] by means of a “calculus of absolute values”; 
we shall be more pedestrian and remain with explicit norm estimates. 
First we recall Nelson’s definition of analytic vector for a famiy of 
operators: 
DEFINITION 1. Let 3 = {Xj} b e a (finite or infinite) family of 
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operators having a common invariant domain $P in a Banach space. 
A vector e, E 9 is an analytic vector for 9 if there exists a constant 
M so that 
II xi, ... X&V 11 < M”n! (2.1) 
for all indices j, ,...,j, . 
DEFINITION 2. If g = {Yk} is another family of operators having 
9 as common invariant domain, then we shall say that ‘9 analytically 
dominates % if every analytic vector for ?V is an analytic vector for 3”. 
Remarks. 1. IfS={X} consists of a single operator, v E 9(Xn) 
for all n, and $4 is the linear span of X%, then v is an analytic vector for 
% 0 v is an analytic vector for X. 
2. We have departed from Nelson’s terminology in definition 2; 
in [6] the term analytic domination refers to certain a priori estimates 
(estimates (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2’ below) which are sufficient to 
imply analytic domination as we have just defined it (see Lemma 2’). 
3. In case % = {Xi ,..., X,} is a Jinite family of operators, let 
t * x = tlxl + *.* + tdXd , t E Rd. Suppose v E 9, and consider the 
assertions 
(A) v is an analytic vector for 9’ 
(B) The power series for elsxe converges for t near 0. 
It is straightforward to verify that (A) * (B), and if S is commutative 
then (B) $ (A). More generally, if % forms a (real) basis for a 
Lie algebra which can be exponentiated to give a representation of the 
associated simply-connected Lie group, then (B) * (A) by Lemma 7.1 
of [6]. (We will discuss this further in Section 3). It is plausible that 
some a priori growth condition on (adXi)“(Xi) would yield (B) z- (A) 
for general b, but we have not been able to obtain such a result. 
We have the following analogues of Theorem 1, Corollary 1 .l and 
Corollary 1.2 for a family 5? of operators: 
THEOREM 1’. (A and 2’” us in Theorem 1). Let % = {X,) be a 
family of operators having #” as invariant domain, such that each X, 
is symmetric or skew-symmetric. Suppose that for some 01, 0 < a < 1 
1)’ II xju II < II ku II 
2)’ II adXjl a-- adXjn(A)u Ij < n! (1 Au 1) 
for all u E 8” and all j, j, ,..., j, . Then Aa analytically dominates 97. 
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COROLLARY 1.1'. (Hypotheses of Theorem 1’). Suppose u E Z’” 
and // A% 11 < Cnnn/W for some constant C and all n. Then u is an 
analytic vector for 3 and satisfies (2.1) with a constant M depending 
only on C and 01. 
COROLLARY 1.2’. (A and Z” as in Theorem 1). Suppose X is a 
family of operators having s” as invariant domain. Suppose there 
exists an adjoint family X+ also having Z” as invariant domain. If 
condition 1)’ and 2)’ of Theorem 1’ hold for 3 and 97+ then the conclusions 
of Theorem 1’ and Corollary 1.1’ hold for 37. 
The proof of Theorem 1’ follows the same pattern as the proof of 
Theorem 1, with Xn replaced by Xj, *-* Xi, . The proofs of Lemmas 
l-6 and Theorem 1 admit such a modification, roughly speaking, 
because they involve only estimates of the effect of an additional X 
or adX factor. To have it available for future use we shall indicate the 
modified statement and proof of Lemma 2, but shall omit writing out 
the obvious modifications to Lemmas 3,4,6 and the proof of Theorem 
1 necessary to prove Theorem 1’. 
LEMMA 2’. Let 9” = {Xi} and g = { Yk} be two families of (every- 
where-defined) linear operators on a normed space 9, and assume the 
identity operator belongs to g. Define 
Suppose that for all u E 3 and all jI ,..., j, , k 
(0 II X5,u II < II 24 II1 
6) II ad-$ - adXj,(Y& II < n! II u 111 
Then there exists an absolute constant C such that for all u E 9 and all 
j, ,...,jn > 
II &I --a X3,u II < CW II 24 Ih, 
and 
II xj, -a* XQJ II1 < CM II 21 Iln+l . 
Furthermore, g analytically dominates d relative to Ij * II1 (and hence 
relative to the original norm). 
Remark. Requiring 1 E ??/ is just a convenient normalization: 
(ii) always holds with Yk = 1, and /I u /II is only increased if 1 is added 
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to g’. With 1 E g then one has ]I u IIn < I] u Iln+l for n > 0 (if we 
define II u Ilo = II u II>. 
Sketch of proof of Lemma 2’. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 
2 with Lemma 1 replaced by Lemma 2.1 of [6], which asserts that 
where Z,, is the sum of (r) terms of the form 
[adX~k+l * * * adXjm( Y)] X,, * * - Xi, . 
The commutator estimate (ii) then implies that for X, ,..., X, E .%? 
and Y E g/, we have 
while the estimate (i) yields 
II 4, -** X&Y24 I/ < 11 xj, *‘* Xj,YU 111 . (2.3) 
Thus, for example, to show that 97 analytically dominates 9?” in the 
norm II * ]I1 , we set 
Then by (2.1) and the estimates (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that C,,, 
satisfies the recursive inequalities (1.4), provided II is an analytic 
vector for g. By the argument of Lemma 2, u is then an analytic 
vector for S. 
SECTION 3. ANALYTIC VECTORS FOR UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G be a Lie group, 8 its Lie algebra, and suppose U is a con- 
tinuous unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space 2. To every 
vector z, ES we associate its trajectory v” under U. This is the 
S-valued function on G defined by a(s) = U(s)o, s E G. We say that 
v is a C” (resp. analytic) vector if v” is infinitely differentiable (resp. 
real analytic) as an S-valued function on G, and we denote the 
corresponding subspaces of SF by &‘” and 20. These subspaces are 
dense and invariant under G. 
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If X E 8 then t -+ U(exp tX) is a continuous one-parameter 
unitary group. By Stone’s theorem its infinitesimal generator U,(X) 
is the skew-adjoint operator with domain g(X) = (V E 2 1 t + 
v”(exp tX) is strongly differentiable at t = 0}, and 
U,(X) v = d/dt B(exp tX)l+,, . 
One has 2” Z g(X) an invariant under U,(X). We denote simply d 
by U(X) the restriction of U,(X) to 2”. The map X-P U(X) is a 
representation of the Lie algebra 8 by skew-symmetric operators on 
the invariant domain 8”. Thus it extends uniquely to a representation 
(which we also denote by U) of the universal enveloping algebra 
U(B) on Z”. (For the above results, see [fl). 
Let Xi ,..., X, be a basis for 8, and set d = C$,r Xk2. The 
operator U(l - 0) is symmetric on P” and its closure, which we 
denote by A, is a positive self-adjoint operator, A > 1 [6]. Further- 
more the space 2” of infinitely differentiable vectors for the represen- 
tation is definable in terms of A, namely 
([6], Corollary 9.3). N e son 1 also proved that every analytic vector for 
A was in Z”, by employing his analytic domination theorem. By 
using our Theorem 1 ‘, we can obtain a sharper result. Set B = A1i2. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 2. 2@ is precisely the set of analytic vectors for B. 
Using the more explicit estimates of Corollary 1.1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let v E A?“. Then v E s’P if and only if there 
exists a constant M such that 
I/ U(d)” v 11 < M”(2n)! 
for all n. In this case there exists a neighborhood W of 0 in 0 depending 
only on M(and independent of U) such that 
is absolutely convergent for X E W. 
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Remarks. Since the analytic vectors for B are all of the form 
e-“Bu for some t > 0, u E & (as is easily seen), it follows from 
Theorem 2 that Z@J has a simple description when U(d) is realized 
as a multiplication operator on some L2-space. However, since in 
general A is not a central element of U(B), the G-action can be rather 
obscure in such a realization. In the case in which G acts on a concrete 
function space, with d acting as a differential operator, this leads to an 
interesting function-theoretic question: Find an intrinsic description 
{in the given function space) for the space of analytic vectors for 
(1 - d)1/2 (= the space Z’“, by our theorem). (We calculate some 
examples in [3].) 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall verify the hypotheses of Theorem 1’ 
relative to the family 77(X,),..., U(X,) of skew-symmetric operators, 
and A, with cy = l/2. If v E YE”, 
II U(X,) v II2 = (-U(Xj”) v 1 v) 
< -(W) v I v) 
< II Bv l12. 
To establish the commutator estimate, we refer to Lemma 6.3 
of [6-J, which asserts that if T E U, (elements of U(0) of degree <2), 
then there exists a constant C so that 
II YT)vII G CIIAVII (3.1) 
for all e, E $P. But for X E 0, 
Since dim U, < 00, adX is bounded with respect to any semi-norm 
on Us. We choose the semi-norm defined by 
II T 112 = SUP II VI v II, II Au II =l 
and denote by 11 adX iI2 the bound for adX on U2 . Thus if 1 < j, < d, 
we have 
II ad&% - ad&nWllz < Mn II d II2 ,
where M = maxlgjGd 11 adXj II2 . But 11 A ]I2 < 1, so that in terms of 
the norm on 2 we have 
II adU(X,,) a** ~d~(X,,,)(4 v II =G Mn II Av II 
for all zI E HP. 
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Theorem 1’ now asserts that B analytically dominates (U(X,)). 
But by Lemma 7.1 of [6], v E Zw if and only if there exists an M < a 
so that 
II WG,) *** U(Xj,) v jl < M”n! 
for all 1 < j, < d. Hence every analytic vector for B is in A&‘. 
For the converse, we observe that A% is the sum of (d + 1)” 
terms of the form U(Xil *** Xi,)v, with m < 2n. Hence if v E A?“, 
// A% 11 < (d + l>” M732n)! 
for some M < CO, from which it follows that v is an anlytic vector for 
B. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
The following result was communicated to the author by Professor 
Nelson and is reproduced here with his kind permission: 
“There is a simple theorem which encompasses both the application 
to unitary representations which you make and the Kotake- 
Narasimhan result. It is as follows. 
THEOREM. Let A and X be everywhere defined linear operators on a 
normed linear space L such that 
II Xu IL II X’u II =G II Au II, 
Il@Wn A) u II < n! II Au II. 
If 11 A% 11 < Mm(m)! then u is an analytic vector for X. 
The proof is by means of a device familiar from the theory of 
hyperbolic equations. For typographical simplicity I will discuss the 
case r = 2. 
Let M = L @L with the norm 11 u @ v 11 = I/ Xu 11 + 11 v II and let 
c = (; $3 Y==(; g. 
I claim that C analytically dominates Y on M. First 
II Vu 0 911 = II Xs II + II Xv II < II C(u 0 411 = II Xv II + II Au II- 
Next, 
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so that 
Il((~W”W 0 411 = IlWW4 24 IIG d II Au II < n! II C(u 0 411. 
Consequently every analytic vector for C is an analytic vector for Y. 
But 
and it is easy to see that if I/ A% Ij < Mn(2n)! then u @ 0 is an 
analytic vector for Y, and so u is an analytic vector for X. 
The generalization to several operators X (or A) is straightforward.” 
Suppose now that U is a representation of a Lie group G on a 
Banach space #. By employing the theorem of Nelson just quoted 
instead of our Theorem l’, one sees from examining the proof of our 
Theorem 2 that the only remaining use of unitarity in establishing 
our Corollary 3.1 is to provide the a priori estimate (3.1). Now this 
estimate can be verified directly in many concrete cases by methods of 
elliptic partial differential operators, hence the following corollary 
is of interest: 
COROLLARY A.1. Let U be a representation of a Lie group G on a 
Banach space Z, and denote by &” the subspace of C” vectors. Suppose 
that for every element T of order <2 in the enveloping algebra of (li 
there exists a constant C so that 
for all v E &P. 
II U(T) v II G C(ll 57 II+ II WV v II) 
Then v E Z” is an analytic vector for U + there exists a constant 
M -C CO such that 11 U(d)% 11 < AP(2n)! 
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